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Read and undeRstand all instRuctions and waRnings pRioR  
to installation of system and opeRation of vehicle.

Part#: 121610
Product: stainless steel skid plate
Application: 2001-2004 chevy/gmc 2500 hd

safety waRning  BDS Suspension Co. recommends this system be installed by a professional technician. 
In addition to these instructions, professional knowledge of disassembly/ reassembly procedures and post installation 
checks must be known.

installation instRuctions
Notes: This kit will only work in conjunction with BDS Suspension Lift Systems.  The plastic film on the skid plate is meant 
to protect the material during the manufacturing process.  It can be removed before or after the skid plate is installed on the 
vehicle.

1. Park the vehicle on a clean, flat surface and block the rear wheels for safety.

2. If equipped with front tow hooks, remove the inside mounting bolt from each hook.  If not equipped with tow hooks, 
the holes will still exist in the frame and hardware is provided to replace the OE tow hook hardware.

3. Loosely install the provided skid plate crossmember to the three slots in the skid plate with the 3/8” hardware 
provided in bolt pack #543.  The “L” shape should be open to the BDS logo in the skid plate (Fig 1).

4. Install the skid plate assembly to the frame rails using the existing tow hook holes (whether equipped with hooks 
or not).  Use OE hardware when available to loosely fasten the crossmember to the frame rails.  If no hardware is 
available use the 7/16” hardware provided in bolt pack #543.

5. Swing the skid plate up to the front lower BDS suspension crossmember.  Fasten the skid plate to the corresponded 
welded nuts in the crossmember with the round spacers and ½” hardware provided (Fig 2).  Torque ½” hardware to 
50 ft-lbs.  Use Loctite® on all mounting hardware.

6. Apply Loctite® to the 3/8” bolts and torque to 25 ft-lbs.  Torque 7/16” (or OE tow hook) hardware to 35 ft-lbs.

7. Check all fasteners after 500 miles.
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